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Ž .Let F be a non-Archimedean local field with finite residue class field
Ž . Ž .and let G s GL F , for some n G 1. Let p , V be an irreduciblen
supercuspidal representation of G. A basic, and relatively straightforward,
w xfact is that p possesses a unique Whittaker model 7, 12 .
To recall briefly what this means, we fix a maximal unipotent subgroup
U of G and a smooth character x of U which is nondegenerate, in a sense
Ž .which we recall in the following text. We consider the space W s W G, x
of functions f : G “ C which are right G-smooth and which satisfy
Ž . Ž . Ž .f ug s x u f g , u g U, g g G. The space W thus provides the standard
realization of the smooth representation of G induced by x . There is then
Ž .a nontrivial hence injective G-homomorphism V “ W . This homomor-
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Žphism is uniquely determined up to a constant scalar factor uniqueness of
. Ž .Whittaker model , so its image the Whittaker model of p is a space of
Ž .functions unambiguously assigned to p and the pair U, x . These are the
Ž .Whittaker functions of p . Because any two pairs U, x are G-conjugate,
the space of Whittaker functions of p is largely independent of the choice.
The Whittaker model has been the starting point for much fundamental
Ž .work. Of particular importance to us, the local constant e p = p , s, c1 2
Ž .attached to a pair of supercuspidal representations p of GL F isi n i
w xdefined in terms of Whittaker functions 8, 13 . However, properties of this
object specific to the representations p are rather hard to come by: one isi
seriously hampered by the lack of detailed knowledge of Whittaker func-
tions.
Set against this is the fact that a supercuspidal representation p is
induced from an open compact mod centre subgroup of G; a complete and
w xexplicit construction of p in these terms is given by the main results of 5 .
Moreover, this method of describing p is well adapted to arithmetic
Ž w x. w xapplications as, for example, in 11, 2, 3 , including some 4 which are
traditionally in the domain of the Whittaker model approach. However, it
is not quite obvious how the Whittaker model appears in the description of
a supercuspidal representation as an induced representation. This article is
concerned with the connection, and with the explicit construction of
Whittaker functions.
Suppose we are given an open compact mod centre subgroup K of G
and a representation r of K such that the supercuspidal representation p
G Žis equivalent to c-Ind r. Here, c-Ind denotes the functor of smoothK
.induction with compact mod K supports. A simple exercise in Mackey
Ž .theory written out in Section 1 gives a maximal unipotent subgroup U of
<G and a nondegenerate character x of U such that x K l U occurs in
< Ž .r K l U with multiplicity 1. The pair U, x is uniquely determined up to
conjugation by K. In principle, one can recapture the Whittaker model of
p from this data.
w x Ž .From 5 , we have an explicit description of a pair K, r which induces
Ž .p ; our main result here describes the associated pair U, x . Imposing
Žsome restrictions on p which are suggested by the applications we have in
.mind , we can use this to construct an explicit Whittaker function on p .
An intermediate step in the construction of this Whittaker function
gives an abelian character of a compact open subgroup of G, which occurs
in p with multiplicity 1. This gives rise to a particularly interesting
coefficient function on p . This ``distinguished coefficient'' is an invariant
which is rather finer and sometimes more tractable than the Whittaker
function: one obtains the Whittaker function by averaging the coefficient
in a suitable way.
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After some introductory remarks and formal results in Section 1, the
Ž .construction of the pair U, x is given in Section 2. The proof of the main
w xresult requires some facility with the techniques of 5 , which we treat as
known. To ease the lot of the reader, we used a notational scheme
w xidentical to that of 5 . In Section 3, we produce the desired coefficient and
Whittaker functions.
It remains only to point out that a special case of our main result
Theorem 2.9 was obtained independently by Roberto Johnson in his the-
w xsis 9 .
1. WHITTAKER MODELS AND INDUCTION
Ž .Let V be a finite-dimensional F-vector space, and write G s Aut V .F
Let U be a maximal unipotent subgroup of G, that is, U is the unipotent
radical of some F-Borel subgroup of G. We fix a nontrivial continuous
character c of the additive group of F.
Ž .Let x be a smooth unitary character of U; the group G then acts on
Ž .the set of such pairs U, x by conjugation. One says that x is nondegener-
Ž . = =ate if the stabilizer of U, x for this action is F U, where we identify F
with the centre of G.
Ž .1.1 EXAMPLE. Take G s GL F , let U be the group of all uppern
triangular unipotent matrices in G. The derived group U of U thender
Ž .consists of matrices x g U such that x s 0, 1 F i F n y 1. Let xi j i, iq1
be a smooth character of U and take c as in the foregoing text. There are
then uniquely determined elements a g F, 1 F i F n y 1, such thati
ny1
x x s c a x , x s x g U.Ž . Ž .Ý i i , iq1 i jž /
is1
It is easy to see that x is nondegenerate if and only if all a / 0.i
Ž .Returning to G s Aut V as in the preceding text it is immediate fromF
Example 1.1 that:
Ž .1.2. The set of pairs U, x , with x nondegenerate, form a single G-orbit
under conjugation.
Ž . Ž .We fix a pair U, x with x nondegenerate. Let p , V be an irreducible
smooth representation of G. We consider the space of C-linear maps f :
V “ C which satisfy
f p u ¤ s x u f ¤ , ¤ g V , u g U. 1.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
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Ž .We can view x , C as a smooth representation of U, so the space of these
Ž . w xmaps is just Hom p , x . The basic result here is 12 :U
1.4. Let U be a maximal unipotent subgroup of G and let x be a
nondegenerate smooth character of U. Then
dim Hom p , x F 1.Ž .C U
Ž .Of course, the quantity dim Hom p , x is independent of the choiceC U
Ž .of the pair U, x , by 1.2. One says that p is generic if this dimension is
positive.
Remark. We may form the smooth representation IndG x of G in-U
Ž . Ž .duced by x ; this acts by right translation on the space W G, x of right
Ž . Ž . Ž .G-smooth functions w : G “ C such that w ug s x u w g , for u g U,
g g G. Frobenius reciprocity gives an isomorphism,
Hom p , x ( Hom p , Ind x .Ž . Ž .U G
Ž . Ž .Thus, if p , V is generic, there is a unique up to scale G-embedding
Ž .V “ W G, x . The image of this embedding is called the Whittaker model
Ž Ž ..of p relative to U, x and the elements of the image are the Whittaker
functions for p .
w xWe recall a basic fact 7 :
1.5. Let p be an irreducible supercuspidal representation of G. Then p is
generic.
w xIn general terms, one knows 5 that any irreducible supercuspidal
representation of G arises by induction from an open compact mod centre
subgroup of G. We now combine this with 1.5, to get the main result of
this section.
1.6 PROPOSITION. Let p be an irreducible supercuspidal representation of
Ž .the group G ( GL F . Let K be an open, compact mod centre subgroup ofn
G and let r be an irreducible smooth representation of K such that p ( c-
IndG r. Then:K
Ž .i There exists a maximal unipotent subgroup U of G and a nondegen-
<erate smooth character x of U such that r K l U contains the character
<x K l U.
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii Condition i determines the pair U, x uniquely up to conjugation
by K.
Ž . < <iii The character x K l U occurs in r K l U with multiplicity 1.
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Proof. By 1.5, we have
dim Hom c-IndG r , IndG x s 1.Ž . Ž .Ž .C G K U
w xWe now use Mackey theory 10 to describe this space of homomorphisms
explicitly. We realize c-Ind r as a function space in the usual manner: if X
denotes the representation space of r, then c-Ind r consists of all func-
tions w : G “ X which satisfy
w kg s r k w g , g g G, k g K ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž =.and which are compactly supported mod K or, equivalently, mod F .
Note that the functions w g c-Ind r are all right G-smooth.
Ž .We consider the space H G, D , x of functions,
f : G “ Hom X , C ,Ž .C
which satisfy
f ugk s x u f g ( r k , u g U, g g G, k g K .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Let dx denote a Haar measure on GrF=. Then, for w g c-Ind r, f gÇ
Ž .H G, D , x , we can form the convolution,
fww g s f x w xy1 g dx , g g G.Ž . Ž . Ž . ÇH
=GrF
The function w is a compactly supported modulo F=, so this integral
reduces to a finite sum. It therefore defines a right G-smooth function
G “ C which transforms according to the rule,
fww ug s x u fww g , u g U, g g G.Ž . Ž . Ž .
In other words, fww g Ind x and, immediately,
g ? fww s fw g ? w , g g G,Ž . Ž .
where, for example, g ? w means the right translate of w by g. Thus the
convolution process gives us a G-homomorphism,
H G, r , x “ Hom c-Ind r , Ind x .Ž . Ž .G
w xAccording to 10 , this map is an isomorphism,
H G, r , x ( Hom c-Ind r , Ind x . 1.7Ž . Ž . Ž .G
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Ž .We deduce from 1.5 that dim H G, r, m s 1, whence:C
1.8. There is a unique double coset UgK which supports a nonzero element
Ž .of H G, r, x , i.e., which intertwines x with r. Moreo¤er, the space of
Ž .w g H G, r, x supported on UgK has dimension 1.
Rephrasing, 1.8 says there exists a unique g g U _ GrK such that r
contains the character x g of U g l K. Moreover, it contains this character
with multiplicity 1, and we proved all the assertions of Proposition 1.6.
Remark. It is worth noting that, for induced supercuspidals, Proposi-
Ž .tion 1.6 i and 1.5 are formally equivalent. If we have an irreducible
G Ž . Ž .supercuspidal representation p s c-Ind r satisfying Proposition 1.6 i ,K
Ž . Ž .then p is generic. For, Proposition 1.6 i implies that H G, r, x / 0, and
Ž .1.7 then gives a nontrivial G-homomorphism p “ Ind x . This homomor-
Ž .phism is unique up to scale, by Proposition 1.6 iii .
2. WHITTAKER MODELS AND SIMPLE TYPES
We continue with the given irreducible supercuspidal representation p
Ž . Ž .of G s Aut V . We set dim V s N and End V s A. Main results ofF F F
w x5 give an explicit description of an open compact mod centre subgroup K
of G and an irreducible smooth representation r of K such that p ( c-
G Ž .Ind r. We use this to describe a pair U, x satisfying Proposition 1.6.K
We first give a straightforward relation between maximal unipotent
subgroups of G and ``elliptic'' elements of G. This is simply a rephrasing of
the well-known rational canonical form.
We choose a nontrivial continuous character c of the additive group ofF
w xF. To be consistent with 5 , we assume that c has conductor p ; thisF F
means that c is nontrivial on the discrete valuation ring o in F, but isF F
trivial on the maximal ideal p of o .F F
We define a character c of A byA
c s c (tr ,A F A r F
where tr denotes the matrix trace. Given a g A, we define a function
c s c : A “ C byA, a a
c x s c a x y 1 , x g A.Ž . Ž .Ž .a A
We use the same notation for the restriction of c to various subsets of A.a
Let U be a maximal unipotent subgroup of G; we write U for theder
derived subgroup of U.
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w x2.1 PROPOSITION. Let a g G, and suppose that the algebra E s F a is
a maximal subfield of A. There exists a maximal unipotent subgroup U of G
such that
c x s 1, x g U .Ž .a der
This condition determines U uniquely up to conjugation by E=. Moreo¤er,
<c U is a nondegenerate smooth character of U.a
Proof. Let U be some maximal unipotent subgroup of G. There is then
 4a basis ¤ , ¤ , . . . , ¤ of V, defining a flag of subspaces,1 2 N
V s F¤ , 1 F i F N ,Ýi j
1FjFi
of V, such that U is the unipotent radical of the Borel subgroup of G
 4which stabilizes all the V . The flag V is uniquely determined by U. If wei i
 4 Ž . Ž .use the basis ¤ to identify A with M F , a matrix a s a g Ai 1F iF N N i j
Ž .satisfies c x s 1 for all x g U if and only if a s 0 whenever i G j qa der i j
 42. In terms of the flag V , this is equivalent toi
aV ; V , 1 F i F N y 1.i iq1
We take our element a , and we choose ¤ g V, ¤ / 0. We set1 1
iy1  4¤ s a ¤ , 1 F i F N. If V denotes the F-linear span of ¤ , . . . , ¤ , wei 1 i 1 i
surely have aV ; V for all i. Thus, if U is the unipotent radicali iq1
 4 <defined by the flag V , then c U s 1, as required.i a der
 X4Suppose we have another unipotent radical U9 in G, given by a flag V ,i
< X X X Xsuch that c U s 1. If ¤ spans V , then V must contain, and hence bea der 1 1 2
spanned by, ¤ X and a ¤ X . Iterating, V X must contain, and so be the linear1 1 i
 X X iy1 X 4span of, the linearly independent set ¤ , a ¤ , . . . , a ¤ . However, there1 2 1
exists x g E= such that ¤ X s x¤ . It follows that V X s xV and that1 1 i i
U9 s U x, as required.
 iy1 4 Ž .Finally, if we use the basis a ¤ to identify G with GL F , the1 N
group U gets identified with the group of upper triangular unipotent
matrices and
Ny1
c : u s u ‹ c u , u g U.Ž . Ýa i j F i , iq1ž /
is1
This completes the proof of the proposition.
It will be useful to have a more general version of Proposition 2.1.
w x2.2 PROPOSITION. Let a g G, and suppose that the algebra E s F a is
a subfield of A. There exists a maximal unipotent subgroup U of G such that
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<c U s 1. This condition determines U uniquely up to conjugation by thea der
Ž .G-centralizer Aut V of a .E
w xProof. Write m s E: F and N s mr. We choose an E-basis
 4  4w , . . . , w of V, and we define an F-basis ¤ of V by1 r i
¤ s a ky1 w , 1 F j F r , 1 F k F m.mŽ jy1.qk j
This basis defines a flag V s Ý F¤ , 1 F i F N, in V, and hence ai 1F jF i i
maximal unipotent subgroup U, which has the required property.
Reasoning as earlier, it follows that any unipotent radical with the
necessary property arises from an E-basis of V by this procedure. How-
Ž .ever, any two E-bases of V are related by an element of Aut V , and theE
proposition follows.
As in the foregoing text, let p be an irreducible supercuspidal represen-
tation of G. It will be convenient to deal first with a special case. To
Ž .describe this, let L be some o -lattice in V and set m s End L : thusF o F
m is a maximal o -order in A. We first suppose that p has le¤el zero: thisF
1Ž .means that p has a nonzero fixed vector for the group U m s 1 q p mF
Ž . Ž .and this condition is independent of the choice of m . We write U m for
Ž . Ž . Ž . 1Ž .the group of units of m , so that U m ( GL o , and U m rU m (N F
Ž .GL k , where k s o rp is the residue field of F.N F FF F
w xHowever, as a consequence of 5, 8.4.1 , we have:
2.3. Let p be an irreducible supercuspidal representation of G which is of
le¤el zero. Let m denote some maximal o -order in A. There is an irreducibleF
= Ž .representation r of the group F U m such that:
Ž . Ž .i the restriction of r to U m is irreducible, and equi¤alent to the
Ž . 1Ž .inflation of an irreducible cuspidal representation of U m rU m ;
Ž . G Ž .=ii p ( c-Ind r .F UŽm .
Ž .We remark that these conditions determine the pair m , r uniquely, up
w xto G-conjugation 5 . We write x ‹ x for the canonical map m “ mrp m.F
2.4 PROPOSITION. Let p be an irreducible supercuspidal representation of
G which has le¤el zero, and let m be a maximal o -order in A, as in theF
= Ž .pre¤ious text. Let r be an irreducible representation of F U m satisfying the
w xconditions of Proposition 2.2. Choose a g m such that k a is a maximalF
subfield of the k -algebra mrp m. Then:FF
Ž . w xi The algebra E s F a is a maximal subfield of A and is unramified
o¤er F.
Ž . <ii Let U be a maximal unipotent subgroup of G such that c U isa der
< = Ž . < = Ž .tri¤ial. Then r F U m l U contains the character c F U m l U.a
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Ž .Proof. Assertion i follows from a standard Hensel's lemma argument.
Ž . Ž .Let L be some m-lattice in V, so that m s End L . In ii , we cano F
construct U from a , as in Proposition 2.1, starting from a nonzero element
¤ g V. We are at liberty to scale ¤ by an element of F=, so we may1 1
 i 4assume ¤ g L, ¤ f p L. The set a ¤ : 0 F i F N y 1 is then an1 1 F 1
Ž . Ž .o -basis of L. We use this to identify G with GL F , m with M o ,F N N F
and U with the group of upper triangular unipotent matrices in G.
= Ž . Ž .It is now evident that U l F U m s U l U m , and the image U of
Ž . Ž .U l U m in GL k is a maximal unipotent subgroup of that group.N F
< Ž .The character c U l U m is inflated from a character c of U, and thea
character c is nondegenerate. It therefore occurs in any irreducible
Ž . Ž wcuspidal representation of GL k for which see, for example, 6,N F
x.Section 13.7 , and the result follows.
We can therefore assume that our supercuspidal representation p is not
w Ž . Ž .x Žof level zero. By 5, 5.5.10 , 8.4.1 we have the following. All the
w x w x .notation here is as in 5 ; see especially 5, 1.5, 3.1, 3.2 .
2.5 Notation.
Ž . w xi There is a simple stratum A , n, 0, b in A such that A is
w xmaximal for the property of being normalized by the field E s F b .
Ž . Ž .ii There is a simple character u g C A , 0, b which occurs in
< 1 1 1Ž .p H , where H s H b , A .
Ž . 1iii Writing h for the unique irreducible representation of J s
1Ž .J b , A which contains u , there is a unique irreducible representation r
= Ž .of the group J s E J b , A which extends some multiple of h and such
GŽ .that p is equivalent to c-Ind r .J
We specify the representation r more carefully later, when the need
arises.
Ž . Ž .Let B s End V and let B denote the hereditary indeed maximalE
o -order A l B in B. The radical of B is Q s P l B, where P is theE
Ž . 1radical of A. We have J s U B J and
B
( M k ,Ž .f EQ
2.6Ž .
J U BŽ .
s ( GL k ,Ž .f E1 1J U BŽ .
Ž w x .for some integer f G 1. Indeed, we have f E: F s N. Choose a continu-
ous character c of the additive group of E with conductor p . We canE E
thus define a character c s c (tr of B and functions c on B,B E Br E B, b
following the same procedure as over F. There is a unique tame corestric-
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Ž w x .tion s: A “ B on A relative to ErF see 5, Section 1.3 for this concept
such that
<c B s c , a g A.A , a B , sŽa.
We define an element a as follows:
Ž Ž ..2.7 DEFINITION. In the case f s 1 notation of 2.6 , set a s b.
Assume henceforth that f G 2.
1Ž . Ž . Ž . w xi Choose d g U B rU B such that k d is a maximal subfieldE
of BrQ.
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii Choose d g U B with image d in GL k .f E
Ž . Ž .iii Choose d g A such that s d s d , and put a s b q d.
w x w x=The algebra E d is then an unramified field extension of E and E d
w Ž .xnormalizes A and B. Appealing to 5, 2.2.1 , we have:
w x w x=2.8. The algebra F a is a maximal subfield of A, and the group F a
w xnormalizes the order A. Moreo¤er, the extensions F a rF and ErF ha¤e the
Ž w x < . Ž < .same ramification indices, e F a F s e E F .
We can now give the main result of this section.
2.9 THEOREM. Let p be an irreducible supercuspidal representation of G
Ž . Ž . Ž .which is not of le¤el zero. Use Notation 2.5 , Eq. 2.6 , and Definition 2.7 .
<Let U be a maximal unipotent subgroup of G such that c U s 1. Then rA, a der
contains the character c of the group U l J s U l J.a
Proof. By definition, we have b A s Pyn. We also have a ’ b
Ž . 1Ž .mod A , so the functions c , c agree on U A .a b
The first step in the proof applies in a more general context, so we vary
our notation slightly.
w x2.10 LEMMA. Let A , n, 0, b be a simple stratum in A. Let u g
Ž .C A , 0, b and let U be a maximal unipotent subgroup of G such that
<c U s 1. We ha¤eb der
< 1 < 1u H l U s c H l U,b
1 1Ž .where H s H b , A .
mq 1 mq1Ž . Ž w x.Proof. Abbreviating H s H b , A notation of 5 , we have by
definition,
mq 1 mq1H s U A , nŽ .
for m G .mq 1 5<u H s c , 2b
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< mq 1 w xIn particular, we have u H l U s c for m G nr2 . We thereforeb
w xtake 1 F m F nr2 , and we assume inductively that
< mq 1u H l U s c .b
 4We now need the ``jump sequence'' r of the element b. This is anj
Ž .increasing sequence of positive integers and, possibly, ‘ . The first of
Ž . Ž w x.these is r s yk b , A see 5, Section 1.4 . If b is minimal over F, we1 0
Ž . Ž . w Ž .xhave r s n for b f F or ‘ in the case b g F 5, 1.4.15 , and the1
 4  4jump sequence is just n or ‘ . In the case r - n, we choose a simple1
w x w x Žw Ž .x.stratum A , n, r , g equivalent to A , n, r , b 5, 2.4.1 . The jump1 1
 4  4sequence of b is then r , r , . . . , r , where r , r , . . . , r is the jump1 2 k 2 3 k
Ž .sequence of g . In particular, the last jump r is invariably n or ‘. Wek
w xnow let r be the last jump of b such that m F r r2 . We choose a simplej j
w x w xstratum A , n, r y 1, d equivalent to A , n, r y 1, b . We write B sj j d
Ž . ŽEnd V , B s A l B and Q s P l B . This element d , of course,F w d x d d d d
.bears no relation to that of Definition 2.7. We now have
H l b , A s H l d , A , l G m;Ž . Ž .
H m s Um B H mq 1 ;Ž .d
< mu H s u c , for some u g C A , m y 1, d ;Ž .d byd d
== w xu factors through det : B “ F d ,d F w d x d
w xdirectly from the definitions in 5, Chap. 3 .
We must now consider the group U l H m. It is easier to work additively
and to write H t s 1 q H t, U s 1 q N. Thus H m s Q m q H mq 1, and Nd
consists of nilpotent elements. Let e g Q m be such that e q H mq 1 has ad
nonempty intersection with N. In particular, we have
N l e q P mq 1 / B.Ž .
Thus e q P mq 1 contains a nilpotent element and so there exists t G 1
such that x t g P mtq1 for all x g e q P mq 1. This implies e t g Q mtq1d
w Ž .x mq 1 X mq1 mand then, via 1, 2.1 , that e q Q s e q Q , where e 9 g Q isd d d
nilpotent. Because Q mq 1 ; H mq 1, we therefore have e q H mq 1 s e 9 qd
H mq 1. In multiplicative terms, this says that if 1 q x g U l H m, then
1 q x s 1 q e 1 q y ,Ž . Ž .
where e g Q m is nilpotent and y g H mq 1.d
We now evaluate the character u s u c at such an element 1 q x.d byd
By induction, we have
u 1 q y s c 1 q y .Ž . Ž .b
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On the other hand, because u factors through the determinant on B=d d
Ž .and 1 q e is unipotent, we have u 1 q e s 1. Next,d
c 1 q e s c tr de s c tr tr de .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ž /d F A r F F F wd xr F B r F wd xd
However, de is a nilpotent element of B , so this expression reduces to 1.d
Therefore,
y1
c 1 q e s c 1 q e c 1 q e s c 1 q e ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .byd b d b
Ž . Ž .and, overall, u 1 q x s c 1 q x , as required. This completes the proofb
of Lemma 2.10.
2.11 LEMMA. Using the notation of Lemma 2.10, let h be the unique
1 1Ž .irreducible representation of J s J b , A which contains u . The restriction
of h to J 1 l U then contains the character c of J 1 l U.b
1 Ž w x.Proof. Let x, y g J . We recall see 5, Section 3.4 that the commuta-
w x 1 Ž . w xtor x, y lies in H and that x, y ‹ u x, y defines a nondegenerate
1 1 1 w xalternating form on the finite group J rH . If x, y g U l J , then x, y
lies in both U and H 1 l U. Thus, by Lemma 2.10 and the definition ofder
U, we have
w x w xu x , y s c x , y s 1.b
In other words, the image of J 1 l U in J 1rH 1 is a totally isotropic
subspace of that alternating space. We can therefore extend the character
Ž 1 . 1u in any way to a character of J l U H , and, because u induces to a
multiple of h on J 1, that character occurs in h. We can choose this
extension to agree with c on U l J 1, and the lemma follows.b
We now return to the notation of the theorem. We need to look more
Ž wcarefully at the construction of the representation r in Notation 2.5 cf. 5,
Ž .x.5.5.10 . First, there is an irreducible representation k of J such that
< 1k J s h with the defining property that any g g G which intertwines h
w xalso intertwines k : in the language of 5, Section 5.2 , k is a ``b-extension
1of h.'' Next, there is an irreducible cuspidal representation s of JrJ (
Ž . <GL k such that r J s k m s , where s is the inflation of s to J.f E
We also need to specify a maximal unipotent subgroup U: this is not yet
the one needed for Theorem 2.9. Because A is, by definition, maximal for
= Ž .the property of being normalized by E , we have B s End L , foro 0E
 4some o -lattice L in V. We choose an o -basis ¤ , . . . , ¤ of L . WeE 0 E 1 f 0
take for U the unipotent radical given by this basis and the element b
Ž .following the procedure of 2.3. We also need the nonmaximal unipotent
radical U given by the flag of F-subspaces of V,0
E¤ ; E¤ [ E¤ ; ??? ,1 1 2
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and the Levi subgroup,
f
M s Aut E¤ .Ž .Ł0 F i
is1
2.12 LEMMA. The representation k contains the character c of U l J.b
Proof. We construct the representation k initially using the procedure
w x w xof 5, Chap. 7 , rather than the original definition in 5, Section 5.1 .
 4There is a unique o -lattice chain L : i g Z in V which contains ourE i
 4chosen lattice L , which has period f , and for which ¤ , . . . , ¤ is an0 1 f
o -basis. Explicitly, its elements are given by the formulae,E
L s o ¤ q o ¤ q ??? qo ¤ ,0 E 1 E 2 E f
L s o ¤ q o ¤ q ??? qo ¤ q p ¤ ,1 E 1 E 2 E fy1 E f
L s o ¤ q o ¤ q ??? qo ¤ q p ¤ q p ¤ ,2 E 1 E 2 E fy2 E fy1 E f
and so on. Let B denote the hereditary o -order defined by this chain.m E
1Ž .The group U B has Iwahori decomposition with respect to the pairm
Ž .M , U , i.e.,0 0
U1 B s U1 B l Uy ? U1 B l M ? U1 B l U ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .m m 0 m 0 m 0
where Uy is the opposite of U with respect to M . Indeed, the first0 0 0
1Ž . 1 Žtwo factors are contained in U B ; J . These Iwahori decompositions
w Ž . x .are discussed in detail in 2, Section 10, especially 10.8 et seq. . We ab-
breviate
U1 s U1 B l U ,Ž .0 m 0
and show that
U l J s U1 ? J 1 l U .Ž .0
We have U1 ; U ; U, so we surely have containment in the direction > .0 0
On the other hand, using the same technique as earlier, the group U l J
Ž .Ž . Ž .consists of elements 1 q e 1 q y , where the first factor lies in U B and
1 Ž . 1Ž .is unipotent, while the second lies in J . Passing to U B rU B , the
Ž .images of these factors 1 q e form a unipotent subgroup of GL kf E
which contains the image of U1. The latter, however, is a maximal unipo-0
tent subgroup, and the desired equality follows.
Now we construct the representation k . The group J 1 has Iwahori
Ž .decomposition relative to the pair M , U ,0 0
J 1 s J 1 l Uy ? J 1 l M ? J 1 l U ,0 0 0
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and likewise for H 1. We form the group,
G s H 1 l Uy ? J 1 l M ? J 1 l U .J 0 0 0
This carries an irreducible representation h which is trivial on the0
unipotent factors and induces the representation h on J 1. We can charac-
terize it as the unique irreducible representation of G which contains uJ
and which is trivial on J 1 l U . We can extend h by triviality to a0 0
representation of G U1, and induce this extension to get a representation hÄJ 0
1 1 < 1of J U . We note that h J s h, and that h contains the character c ofÄ Ä0 b
1 1 Ž 1.U l J U by Lemma 2.11 and the fact that c is trivial on U .0 b 0
< 1 1To complete the proof, it is enough to show that k J U s h. This,Ä0
whowever, follows immediately from the construction of k in 5, Sec-
xtion 5.2 .
<Finally, we consider the representation r J s k m s of J. The image of
1 Ž .U l J in JrJ ( GL k is, as we have just seen, a maximal unipotentf E
subgroup. Thus s contains a character c of this intersection, for thed
Ž .inverse image d of some elliptic element of GL k . Indeed, replacing Uf E
Ž . Ž .by an U B -conjugate which changes nothing we have done so far , we
Ž .may take this d to be the given one. If d g A has s d s d , we have
A B Ž . Ac s c on U B and hence also on J. Thus r contains c on J l U.d d a
However, J s JE= and so U l J s U l J, so we have proved the theorem.
3. DISTINGUISHED COEFFICIENTS AND
WHITTAKER FUNCTIONS
Ž .Again let p , V be an irreducible supercuspidal representation of
Ž .G s Aut V . We use the results of the first two sections to produceF
special coefficient and Whittaker functions for p . The case where p has
level zero is not particularly interesting in this context, so we exclude it.
We use Notation 2.5 and Definition 2.7.
<We fix a maximal unipotent subgroup U of G such that c U is trivial.a der
We define a compact open subgroup U of G by
U s H 1 ? U l J ,
Ž . 1 1Ž . 1where, as in Section 2, J s J b , A , H s H b , A . Both H and the
character u are normalized by J, so we can define an abelian character Ca
of U by
C hj s u h c j , h g H 1 , j g U l J .Ž . Ž . Ž .a a
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3.1 LEMMA. The character C occurs in p with multiplicity 1.a
Proof. The representation r occurs in p s c-Ind r with multiplicity 1
Ž Ž ..and C occurs in r with multiplicity 1 Proposition 1.6 iii . It is thereforea
enough to check that the C -isotypic subspace V Ca of V is contained ina
the r-isotypic subspace V r. We surely have V Ca ; V u, so we need only
show that V u s V r.
u Ž .We suppose the contrary. The space V is stable under p J , so we let
l be an irreducible representation of J contained in V u. The restriction of
l to J 1 is necessarily a multiple of h, the unique irreducible representa-
1 Žtion of J which contains u . Because h has an extension k to J as in
.Notation 2.5 , we have l s k m t , where t is the inflation of some
1 w xirreducible representation t of JrJ . By 5, 8.3.3, 8.3.5 , the representation
Ž .t must be cuspidal. In that case, the pair J, l is a simple type occurring
w x Ž x x < x.in p , and hence 5, 8.4.2 , is equivalent to J , r J , for some x g G.
w xThis element x must intertwine u , hence must lie in J 5, 3.3.1 . Thus
r x ( r, and the assertion follows.
3.2 PROPOSITION. The representation p admits a unique coefficient func-
tion f s f with the following properties:a , U
Ž . Ž .i f 1 s 1, andG
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii f u gu s C u u f g , u g U, g g G.1 2 a 1 2 i
Moreo¤er, the support of f is contained in J.
Proof. We apply Lemma 3.1 to get a nonzero vector ¤ g V such that
Ž . Ž .p x ¤ s C x ¤ , x g U. By Lemma 3.1, this vector ¤ is unique up toa
Ïscale. Further, because C occurs in p with multiplicity 1, C appears in pÏa a
with multiplicity 1. This gives us ¤ g V k, unique up to scalar, such thatÏ
Ž . Ž . ² :p x ¤ s C x ¤ , x g U. We have ¤ , ¤ / 0, and the required coeffi-Ï Ï Ï Ïya
cient is
² :¤ , p g ¤Ž .Ï
f g s .Ž . ² :¤ , ¤Ï
The uniqueness of f is clear from Lemma 3.1; any g g supp f must
intertwine the representation r, and hence lie in J.
We can be more precise at the cost of imposing a restriction on the
w xrepresentation p ; we say that p is totally ramified if the field E s F b is
Žof degree N and totally ramified over F. Equivalently, we have p \ p m
= .x (det for any unramified quasi-character x / 1 of F . Such representa-
w xtions are of particular importance in applications 2, 3 .
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3.3 PROPOSITION. Let p be a totally ramified supercuspidal representation
of G, with coefficient f s f as in Proposition 3.2. Let x g J. Thena , U
supp f l xJ 1 s U yU ,Ž .
for a uniquely determined double coset U yU ; xJ 1.
Proof. In this situation, we have a s b , in Notation 2.5. We also have
J s o=J 1, J s E=J 1.F
The first step is to consider the image U of U in the finite group
J 1rH 1. However, as we noted in Lemma 2.11, the group J 1rH 1 carries the
structure of a nondegenerate alternating space. Because u admits exten-
sions to an abelian character of U, the subspace U is totally isotropic.
3.4 LEMMA. The subspace U is a maximal totally isotropic subspace of
J 1rH 1.
1 1Proof. Let U be a maximal totally isotropic subspace of J rHmax
1containing U, and let U be its inverse image in J . Thus U rKer u ismax max
a maximal abelian subgroup of J 1rKer u . The character C admits exten-b
Ž .sion to an abelian character of U in exactly U : U different ways.max max
Every one of these extensions appears in h, so C appears in h withb
multiplicity at least this index. However, by Proposition 1.6, C occurs in hb
with multiplicity 1, so the lemma follows.
J 1Ž .It follows that the induced representation Ind C is equivalent to h.U b
The G-intertwining of h is J, and J normalizes the group J 1 and the
representation h. It follows that every coset xJ 1, x g J, contains a unique
Ž . Ž w x.U, U -double coset which intertwines C cf. 5, Section 4.1 . We con-b
clude that a coset J 1 xJ 1 s xJ 1, x g J, contains at most one U-double coset
which meets the support of f.
To complete the proof of the proposition, it is enough therefore to show
1 Ž .that, given x g J, there exists y g xJ such that f y / 0. To do this, we
Ä =extend C to a quasi-character C of the group F U byb b
Ä =C xu s v x C u , x g F , u g U ,Ž . Ž . Ž .b b
where v is the central quasi-character of p . We form the Hecke algebra
ÄŽ .H J, C . This is a finite-dimensional semisimple C-algebra; the isomor-b
phism classes of its simple modules are in canonical bijection with the
equivalence classes of irreducible representations of J which contains Cb
Ž w x.cf. 5, Section 4.1 . These isomorphism classes are in canonical bijection
ÄŽ .with the indecomposable central idempotents of H J, C ; up to a positiveb
Ž .constant depending on a choice of Haar measure , the idempotent corre-
sponding to r is our function f.
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= 1 ÄNow write h for the representation of F J induced by C ; this extendsÄ b
h and is a multiple of v on F=. We thus have a canonical algebra
ÄŽ . Ž .isomorphism H J, C ( H J, h . Under this isomorphism, a function f gÄb
Ä 1Ž . Ž .H J, C is mapped to a function with support J supp f .b
Ž .The identity element of the algebra H J, h is the function e withÄ
= 1 Žsupport F J whose value at 1 is the identity of the dual of the
. 1 = =representation space of h divided by the measure of J F rF . TheÄ
Ž .idempotent e of H J, h corresponding to r isÄr
y1= 1 y1x ‹ J: F J r g e g x ;Ž . Ž . Ž .ÏÝ
1 =ggJrJ F
the support of this function meets every coset xJ 1, x g J.
Ž . ŽWe now write W p for the Whittaker model of p relative to the
. Ž . Ž .character c of U ; that is, W p is the image of p in Ind c s W G, c .b b b
Ž .3.5 COROLLARY. There is a unique function w g W p such that
w 1 s 1,Ž .G
and
w gx s w g C x , x g U .Ž . Ž . Ž .b
The support of w is the union of double cosets UU xU, where U xU ranges
Ž .o¤er those double cosets of U in G or, equi¤alently, in J which inter-
twine C .b
Proof. Take f s f as in Proposition 3.2. We putb , U
w g s c c u f uy1 g du, g g G,Ž . Ž . Ž .H b
U
Ž .where du is some Haar measure on U and c is chosen to give w 1 s 1.G
Ž .Note that the integrand has compact support on U, for each fixed g g G.
This function certainly has the required properties. The uniqueness asser-
tion is equivalent to the multiplicity-1 property of C , as given by Lem-b
ma 3.1.
The support of w is contained in UJ, by Proposition 3.2; for x g J, we
have UU xU l xJ 1 s U xU, so the final assertion follows from Lemma 3.4.
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